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Premier’s Message
PREMIER THANKS BCBT CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

“I want to recognize
the early advocacy
of the Building
Trades in the
pandemic to keep
workers safe on the
job site.”

The COVID-19 pandemic is one of the greatest
challenges British Columbians have faced.
It stormed into our province and created
uncertainty and hardship. Every person in
B.C. has been affected. That’s why, from the
beginning, our government has said: we are in
this together.
Pulling together and looking out for one
another is what British Columbians do best. It’s
why B.C. has managed to successfully flatten
our curve, saving many lives. Because of our
collective efforts and sacrifices, we are safely
and carefully re-starting our economy.
The construction industry is one that never
experienced a shutdown. Under the expert
guidance of our Provincial Health Officer, Dr.
Bonnie Henry, we worked in partnership with
industry, unions and WorkSafeBC to make sure
people could keep going to work in a safe
way. I want to recognize the early advocacy
of the Building Trades in the pandemic to

keep workers safe on the job site. I also want to
take this opportunity to say thank you to B.C.’s
construction workers on behalf of the province.
You have helped keep British Columbia’s lights on
during a difficult time. Your work has helped keep
our economy going, which will make our recovery
not only possible, but strong.
Our government has committed to increasing
apprenticeship completion to meet the
demands of B.C.’s construction workforce today
and tomorrow. We have the largest capital
investment plan in B.C.’s history, with $20 billion
for public infrastructure. This will provide a
strong foundation as we map out our COVID-19
economic recovery plan.
Construction will continue to generate growth
and good jobs for people. You are an important
part of our present, and our future. COVID-19 is
not over, but by continuing to work together, we
will get through this stronger than ever.

WORKWEAR AND SAFETY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

32081 LOUGHEED HIGHWAY
MISSION, BC V2V 1A3
604-287-2219
4
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2733 BARNET HIGHWAY
COQUITLAM, BC V3E 1K9
604-475-8100

www.industryworkwear.ca

President’s Message
BCBT leaders working toward common purpose
By Al Phillips
President

LEADERSHIP.
One of the things that
separates the BC Building
Trades from many other
organizations is our
leadership. Our leaders
for the most part began
as apprentices, just as I
did, and worked their way
through the years to serve
as leaders of our great
affiliate unions. This so
called “journey” takes many forms, and I suppose every one
of us has had our own unique path of getting to where we
are today.
These leaders come from a multitude of different trades,
bringing a specific perspective
to what the collective will of the
Building Trades can accomplish. Our
common purpose is the improvement
of working conditions, wages and
bargaining rights for our members,
but with the changing landscape, the
goalposts are constantly changing.
This challenges us as leaders to
continually adapt so that we can
continue to move our objectives
forward. Leadership requires us to
stop and think of what is best for
all of us rather than for just some of
us. I know each and every one of
our business managers, and they
are all great leaders; working together to ensure that our
collaborative actions are in the best interest of all Building
Trades’ members.
I am extremely excited to be your newly elected president
and vow to act in the best interest of our affiliates and
members. I want to thank our outgoing president, Brother
Phil Venoit, for his dedication and service to the council. It
was an honour to learn from his experience and I wish him
well in all that he does.
We have a fairly new executive director in Andrew
Mercier, who was appointed last December. Andrew is
extremely energetic and passionate when it comes to issues
faced by workers and I look forward to working with him

over the next year. I would also like to thank Tom Sigurdson,
our previous executive director, for his time and efforts
over his many years with the Building Trades and wish him
a happy retirement. It is because of the hard work of our
past leaders that we are able to build upon and carry on the
important work of the council.
From women in trades initiatives, to Community
Benefits Agreements, to assisting the un-organized and
underprivileged, we at the Building Trades have a huge part
to play in our society in supporting the leadership of this
fine province we all call home. It is truly an honour to be
able to influence the industry I work in, to fix what I know
can be fixed, and to work on things that some say cannot be
changed.
Leadership comes in many forms and often emerges in
times of adversity. This is especially true of the membership
of our affiliate unions who have
led us through this COVID-19
crisis. I would like to thank all our
members; our frontline essential
workers who have ensured our
economy does not collapse while
others stay at home. For all who
have continued working and
particularly our members doing
the critical work of servicing
hospitals, long-term care facilities
and residences of our most
vulnerable, sick, injured and elderly,
your dedication in the face of
unforeseen risks to yourselves and
your families has been truly heroic.
I would also like to thank all the support staff at the
affiliate and Building Trades offices who have been working
hard behind the scenes throughout COVID-19, whether
from home or from the office. Our staff was instrumental in
helping us quickly adapt and react to this unprecedented
situation. By implementing changes to technology so
that our members could continue to access key services
online, assisting with daily communications to members,
government, and employers and by continuing to maintain
service to our membership in spite of COVID-19 restrictions,
we thank you for stepping up in the face of the many
unexpected challenges.

“It is truly an honour
to be able to influence
the industry I work in,
to fix what I know can
be fixed, and to work
on things that some say
cannot be changed.”
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Executive Director’s Message
Pandemic places focus on site sanitation
By Andrew Mercier
Executive Director
THE PAST FEW MONTHS
have been marked by
the emergence of the
coronavirus and an
unprecedented public
health crisis. Construction
workers have been at the
front line of the pandemic,
continuing to do the
critical work necessary
to build and maintain our
public infrastructure and
keep B.C.’s economy afloat. I have no doubt that had the
construction industry shut down, we would be in a very
different situation. The hard work of construction workers
has prevented the public health crisis from becoming a
full-blown economic crisis.
The pandemic brought sanitation issues on construction
sites into the spotlight. Suddenly, unsanitary conditions
that most workers would never complain about, like
unclean porta potties and a lack of handwashing stations,
were headline news. Different provinces handled this
situation differently. Quebec and Ontario shut down their
construction sectors so that the industry could “re-tool”
and adopt stronger sanitation
practices. In many ways this
caused more harm than good.
Shutting down the industry meant
that the contractors with the best
sanitation practices were treated
the same as those with the worst,
and that workers who could
have worked in a safe, physically
distanced manner were sent
home.
B.C. took a different approach.
At the beginning of the pandemic,
I was inundated with complaints
about unsanitary conditions on
worksites across B.C. The bulk
of these complaints came from
non-union construction sites.
Rather than call for the industry to
shut down, as the Building Trades
had done in Quebec and Ontario,
6
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I took these complaints directly to Minister of Labour Harry Bains,
and Al Johnson, WorkSafeBC’s vice-president of prevention. Their
partnership, and willingness to listen to the concerns of workers, led
WorkSafeBC to create a special inspection initiative for sanitation in
the construction industry.
These inspectors fanned out across worksites in B.C. and focused
on ensuring that sites followed the recommendations of Dr. Bonnie
Henry for preventing coronavirus transmission on construction sites.
This initiative, coupled with the quick action of our contractors to
secure the safety of our members on sites, was critical in keeping
the construction industry open. This approach meant that the
government could declare construction an essential service, and
allow good contractors to continue operating, while focusing
resources where they were needed.
If it wasn’t for the quick action of WorkSafeBC and the dedication
of Building Trades contractors to creating a safe work environment
for our members, our province could very well have followed
Quebec in shutting down the industry — a move that has created
significant problems in restarting their economy.
As we move now into the second phase of this crisis, we need to
focus on economic recovery while continuing to be vigilant against
a potential second or third wave of the virus. If there is any legacy
from COVID-19, it ought to be a renewed focus on the importance of
a safe workplace and sanitation practices on sites.
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CHRONICLING COVID-19
IN CONSTRUCTION

Construction sites are notorious for having less-than-sanitary
washroom facilities — the inside of a typical portable toilet
would require a warning for readers about graphic content
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By Corry Anderson-Fennell
Director of Communications

It was a sunny spring morning in March when
Alex * reported to work at a downtown Vancouver construction site.
He was one of more than 100 tradespeople on
a 30-storey luxury tower near the city’s waterfront.
For many people, it was the start of B.C.’s response to COVID-19. Just two weeks earlier,
the World Health Organization had declared
COVID-19 a worldwide pandemic, and on March
18, B.C. declared its own state of emergency and
gave provincial health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry
expanded powers.
Henry
ordered
schools, bars and nightclubs closed, and advised British Columbians to routinely wash
their hands and practise physical distancing
around people from outside their household.
It was a strange new
world – except on Alex’s
job site, where everything seemed status
quo. And status quo was
awful.
“Only one of the Jiffy
Johns has hand sanitizer
– one. More than 100
workers are sharing a new sink. Anyone working in the tower crams in to one of two elevators on site.”
Another worker shared a similar story about a
residential tower in southeast Vancouver.
“There are hundreds of workers here. Many
take the bus. We don’t have running water to
wash our hands. The men’s porta potties have
run out of toilet paper and hand sanitizer because people are taking them.”
And on another site: “There are well over 200
people sharing this one water hose. There is no

hot water, no hand sanitizer and five or six bathrooms for the whole site.”
These workers were among the many who called
and emailed the BC Building Trades to complain
about poor health and safety practices at their job
sites. Some sent photos and videos to help tell their
stories: crowds of workers failing to physically distance, a garden hose attached to a piece of wood
as a washing station, workers standing shoulder to
shoulder in corridors and elevators (pictured).
The correspondence flooded in after BCBT executive director Andrew Mercier, during an interview
with CKNW Radio personality
Simi Sara, publicly invited workers to contact the council and
promised to take those concerns to WorkSafeBC on their
behalf, which he did.
“We have always had good
laws on the books for site sanitation — what was missing was
enforcement,” said Mercier. “It
was easy in the early days of the
pandemic for construction workers to feel forgotten. Thankfully,
the government caught up.”
Construction sites are notorious for having less-than-sanitary
washroom facilities; a lack of toilet paper and hand sanitizer are
the tip of a dirty iceberg. Describing certain other conditions – the inside of a
typical portable toilet, for example – would require
a warning for readers about graphic content.
In fact, when the Ministry of Labour invited submissions to the Employment Standards Act review
in March 2019, the women’s committee of the BC
Building Trades – Build TogetHER – raised the issue
of poorly maintained washroom facilities on construction sites. For women in the trades, the issue
is magnified.
“You can imagine a young woman trying to
change a feminine hygiene product in one of those
* ALEX IS NOT HIS REAL NAME.

portable toilets,” said Ashley
Duncan (pictured above), cochair of Build TogetHER and
vice-president of the BC Insulators Local 118. “A clean washroom and a way to wash our
hands isn’t asking too much for
our members.”
Almost overnight, the filthy
conditions construction workers had been putting up with
for years became much more
serious because of COVID-19,
said BCBT president Al Phillips: “Workers were starting to
feel like this longstanding issue
was a matter of life and death.”

A difficult decision
Concern for workers at urban
construction sites was amplified
for the thousands of workers at
rural camp-based sites.
“We worried about the workers sharing accommodations,
and also for the potential of an
outbreak to overwhelm these
small, local health regions,” explained Phillips.
The day after the province
declared a state of emergency
on March 17, the BC Building
Trades called on the proponents of the Site C hydroelectric dam outside Fort St. John
and the LNG Canada project in
Kitimat to tool down their workforce to essential critical path
levels. The decision wasn’t
made lightly but worker health
and safety had to take priority.
“It was precautions like this

– a careful, prudent and deliberate response to the pandemic
– that kept construction going
in B.C.,” said Phillips.
LNG Canada had announced
the previous day that it would
lay off about 750 people out of
an “abundance of caution,” and
promised to reduce the workforce further to just the level
needed to conduct site security
and environmental monitoring.
Almost immediately, BC Hydro announced a similar scaling back at the $10.7-billion
Site C dam. The crown corporation said the essential work required to achieve river diversion
this fall would continue but that
it would work with project contractors and unions to safely
scale back certain other construction activities.
“BC Hydro’s top priority is the
health and safety of its employees, contractors and the public,” read the corporation’s official statement.
Ultimately, one worker at LNG
Canada’s Kitimat project was
diagnosed with COVID-19; no
COVID-19 cases were recorded
at Site C.

Media storm
Calls by the BC Building Trades
to scale down camp-based
megaprojects and increase
enforcement of occupational
health and safety regulations
on construction sites generated
unprecedented local, provincial,
national and even international
media coverage. By the end of
March, the BCBT’s urgent calls
for enhanced worker safety
were being covered by news
outlets from CBC in Canada to
Al-Jazeera globally.
In March, the reach of online
media alone – not including
radio, television and traditional
print newspapers – topped 76
million. And just two stories on
the Global BC website about
BCBT’s advocacy on behalf

of construction workers were
shared a remarkable 2,500
times on Facebook.
“The media coverage that
site sanitation concerns attracted forced people to listen
and led to improvements,” said
Mercier, who gave dozens of
media interviews.
Interest in and concern about
sanitation in construction were
also shared by regulators:
namely, the provincial government and WorkSafeBC.

WorkSafeBC’s
inspectional initiative
Education, consultation, enforcement.
When it came to keeping
workers safe during COVID-19,
these were the literal tools in
WorkSafeBC’s figurative toolbox. Prior to the start of the
pandemic, 40 per cent of the
agency’s officers were already
dedicated to the construction
sector, including more than 70
officers exclusively working
with employers and contractors to ensure they fulfilled their
obligations to provide safe and
healthy workplaces.
By the third week of March,
however, almost all of WorkSafeBC’s more than 300 officers were focused on COVID-19
inspections, including 120 dedicated entirely to construction.
“The COVID-19 inspection initiative uses education, consultation and enforcement to ensure employers are effectively
managing the risk of exposure
to the virus at their workplace,”
said Dan Strand, WorkSafeBC’s
director of prevention field services.
By June 10, these officers had
conducted more than 2,300
COVID-19-related inspections of
construction sites, representing
some 24 per cent of the overall total COVID-19-related inspections. Approximately 14
per cent of those COVID-19

construction inspections were
the result of calls from workers,
employers and members of the
public to the WorkSafeBC Prevention Information Line.
“Serious incidents and violations are triaged and prioritized
using a risk-based approach
and assigned to a field officer
for immediate response,” explains Strand.
As expected, the majority of
complaints related to COVID-19
in construction were around
the availability and maintenance of handwashing facilities
and washrooms. In response,
prevention officers specifically
addressed the cleaning schedule of portable washrooms and
reinforced reasonable steps to
keep them clean, stocked and
inspected.
On May 19, the special inspection initiative was expanded to include businesses
identified as part of the BC Restart Plan, which outlined the
slow, safe and deliberate process of opening up the economy. Working with hundreds of
stakeholders in labour, industry, business and public health,
WorkSafeBC developed protocols and guidelines to support
the various re-openings. Those
resources continue to be updated and available on the
WorkSafeBC website to this
day.
continued on next page
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from possible exposure to the
virus,” said Strand, “We are also
highlighting the importance
and requirement to ensure the
workers’ voice is heard in these
discussions.”

Recipe for success
Throughout the pandemic, the
goal of every stakeholder –
from contractors and unions to
workers and regulators – was to
keep workers safe and “flatten
the curve.” And early data from
WorkSafeBC certainly suggests
that’s exactly what happened.
As of June 10, 2020, just 10
COVID-19-related illness claims
from construction workers were
submitted to the agency, and
only one accepted claim. That

assessed the risks associated
with coronavirus, and identified
and implemented appropriate
controls to keep workers safe
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a wide range of cross-sector
and industry-specific hazards
and associated risks.”
To this day, there have been
minimal site shutdowns, says
Strand. He credits the special
inspection initiative as well
as the entire industry coming
together to share knowledge
and resources.
Vancouver Pile Driving
(VanPile), for example, tapped
its relationship with the
Construction Labour Relations
Association, which represents
unionized contractors, to share
resources such as procedures
and guidelines with other
smaller contractors. VanPile
also worked with the BC
Construction Safety Alliance to

M
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“Our inspectional approach
focuses on ensuring employ-

compares with 172 accepted
claims in the health care/social
services sector.
To cast that figure in perspective, consider that there are
more than 200,000 construction workers in B.C.
Wo r k S a f e B C ’s
special
inspection initiative worked so
well that the BC Building Trades
wants it to continue. In a way it
will, said Strand, because it was
designed to be both sustainable
and systematic in identifying,
assessing and controlling risks.
“We will continue to use this
inspection approach beyond
the pandemic as it focuses on
basic, fundamental requirements for workplace health and
safety, it enables us to address

BCBT calls for scaling
back remote-camp
megaprojects to all but
essential work
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BCBT demands
WorkSafeBC
enforce occupational
health and safety
regulations

BC Hydro scales
back essential
work on Site C

reach construction companies not affiliated
with CLRA. (Read about VanPile’s response
to COVID-19 on page 13.)
“We helped the sector understand what
was expected and gave them the time they
needed to fulfill those expectations,” said
Strand.
Strand is hopeful the legacy of the
pandemic will ultimately be a positive one.
“The COVID-19 experience presented
a unique opportunity for employers and
workers to jointly examine their safe work
practices. Showing care and concern
for workers shows leadership. We want
to ensure that employers and workers
continue to have these important conversations about health and safety now and
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continued from previous page

form of delayed tax and utility bill payments and rental subsidies.
Several financial institutions also stepped up with mortgage
deferral programs. But workers who defer their mortgage evenThe pandemic brought with it extensive economic fallout. While
tually have to catch up on postponed payments, and possibly
high-profile megaprojects like Site C and LNG Canada signififace higher interest fees over the life of the mortgage.
cantly reduced their respective workforces, other sites shut down
“One of the first things we did was reach out to our partners
completely, like the multi-year, $9-billion Vancouver International
at Community Savings Credit Union to make sure we were using
Airport expansion.
all the tools in the toolbox to help our members,” said Mercier.
Meanwhile, many smaller construction companCSCU – well-respected in the labour communies that simply could not comply with health and
ity for its “people before profits” philosophy –
safety orders – either due to the nature of the work
was one of the first institutions to understand the
itself or for some other reason – also reduced their
economic impact of the pandemic on workers.
workforces.
“Working in partnership with the BC Building
The shutdowns caused a chain reaction throughTrades, we heard about job site closures very
out almost every sector of the economy.
early on and we knew that many people would
“It was tough and there was a ripple effect, too,”
be struggling financially,” said Mike Schilling,
said Chelsea French, co-chair of Build TogetHER,
CSCU’s president and CEO. “We knew that we
BCBT’s women’s committee. “Women in the service
needed to help and we were in a position to do
sector were hit particularly hard.”
so.”
Indeed, the post-pandemic recession has been
The credit union launched a $2,500
called a “she-cession” for the devastation wreaked
interest-free
line of credit within 24 hours of
on women-dominated sectors of the economy such
Co-chair of Build TogetHER,
discussions
with
the Building Trades. The loan
as retail, hospitality and personal services. This was
Chelsea French
a departure from previous recessions, which had a
was aimed at helping workers bridge the gap
greater impact on male-dominated jobs like manufacturing.
between the economic downturn and, hopefully, the economic
Between the end of February and the middle of March, 62 per
recovery. And it was available weeks before any government
cent of Canadian job losses were experienced by women.
benefits, which helped workers reduce the temptation to pay for
But no sector was fully immune. A commercial transportation
essentials on credit or, worse, turn to payday lenders.
mechanic for a truck and heavy equipment dealer, French, too,
Asked if there was a catch,
was among the thousands of workers laid off due to COVID-19.
Schilling laughs.
“We just didn’t have the customers to support the work,” she said.
“There is no catch. We’re
always going to support
How do you spell relief? C-S-C-U
people because that’s what we
do. The truth is that this loan is
In addition to Employment Insurance, laid off workers could
our way of paying back to the
apply for the federal Canada Emergency Response Benefit of
workers who built us, built us
$2,000 a month for up to four months and a one-time Provincial
Emergency Benefit of $1,000. The CERB was later extended to
into one of the strongest finanDecember for those in need of it the most.
cial institutions in the province.
Various financial relief for workers was also available in the
That means that at times like
these, we are in a position to
Comic relief
by Shawn Luke
help.”
CSCU President and CEO,
Mike Schilling
He adds, “I’ve also made a
public pledge that the credit
union will not make any profit from this loan – it’s a genuine
lifeline to those who need it.”
Schilling says CSCU decided “this was a time to look out for
our community and not our bottom line.”
CSCU also supported workers through the pandemic in other
ways. The institution reduced interest charges and fees, deferred
loan repayments for businesses and individuals, and cut a break
to landlords who committed to not evicting their tenants. And
when the federal government’s $40,000 interest-free business
loan program specifically excluded labour unions, CSCU stepped
up with interest-free loans to unions and forgave 25 per cent of
the loan balance.

FINANCIAL DEVASTATION
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CONSTRUCTION
IN THE TIME
OF COVID-19
BY CORRY ANDERSON-FENNELL

WHEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF Quebec and Ontario shut down
all non-essential construction in March and April due to COVID-19,
some in the industry wondered if B.C. would be next.
At one point, it seemed a sure thing.
“It is the inevitable next step,” proclaimed Reliance Properties
CEO Jon Stovell in a story for the Western Investor newspaper,
under the headline “B.C. construction should brace for shutdown.”
But the “inevitable” never happened ― at least not by
government orders. BC Building Trades executive director
Andrew Mercier believes that had a lot to do with a concentrated
and deliberate effort by WorkSafeBC to educate employers about
their obligation to comply with not only the orders of provincial
health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry but also with existing occupational
health and safety regulations.
“These regulations have been on the books for years and in
many cases infamously ignored,” said Mercier. “We know this is
true because that’s what construction workers told us.”
But the other reason there was no shutdown, said Mercier, is
because of outstanding contractors like Vancouver Pile Driving
(VanPile), Bay Hill Contracting, Oceanview Mechanical and many
others that went above and beyond to keep their workers safe.

When COVID-19 struck, VanPile put in place more than
a dozen new measures to abide and exceed public health
orders. These included:
•

Assigning tasks to accommodate physical distancing;

•

Creating one-way passages and installing convex
mirrors in high-traffic areas to allow workers to see
when they needed to yield to others;

•

Staggering lunch breaks to limit the number of people
in the lunchroom;

•

Requiring health and travel declarations;

•

Facilitating remote work where possible, and applying
work-from-home policies that included mandatory
safety inspections;

•

Increasing the number of hand-washing stations;

•

Increasing the frequency of cleaning; and

•

Holding daily meetings with members of the
management team to ensure information was
appropriately triaged for workers, clients and suppliers.
continued on next page

SAFETY BY THE SEA
VanPile is one of the largest marine general contractors in
Canada, specializing in heavy civil and marine construction
and maintenance, including docks, bridges, concrete floats,
pile driving, stone columns, dredging and rock placement. The
company employs more than 100 trade workers in its operations
division, including members of Pile Drivers, Divers, Bridge, Dock
and Wharf Builders Local 2404 and the International Union of
Operating Engineers Local 115. Thirty per cent of trades workers
are apprentices.

Workers distancing at VanPile
tradetalk BC Building Trades |
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Kim Stanley, VanPile division manager for health,
safety, environment and quality

In cases where physical distancing wasn’t possible, workers
were required to wear respirators with P100 filters, which are
a non-medical commercial grade alternative recommended by
Health Canada when N95 masks are not available.
“We avoided the use of disposable N95 masks as there was
a shortage and we didn’t want to use up supplies that health
care workers predominantly used,” said Kim Stanley, VanPile’s
division manager for health, safety, environment and quality.
VanPile also paid attention to the mental health of isolated
remote workers during the pandemic and offered virtual mental
health first aid training, weekly mental health check-ins and
meditation sessions.
Adopting best practices paid off and VanPile has never
stopped working.
“We worked with all stakeholders to maintain a safe working
environment for our trade workers, subcontractors, staff and
owners,” said John Zuk, VanPile’s division manager for land
and core. “We proved to the industry that we are handling the
pandemic effectively ― so much so that we have increased our
work capacity in the second quarter.”

Bay Hill’s work on the taxiways and runways at YVR.
Bay Hill employs members of the Labourers International
Union of North America Local 1611 and the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 213.
When Henry declared a public health emergency due to
COVID-19 on March 17, Bay Hill was already in the process
of implementing work processes that aligned with best
practices.
“We’ve spent a lot of time developing our in-house app
that we nicknamed ‘the BUD,’ which handles everything from
safety to time cards to invoicing,” said Myren. “In times like
these the benefits of going digital are clear.”
Supervisors provided sign-off on behalf of other workers
on a single electronic device like an iPad, eliminating the
sharing of pens, paper and mobile devices.
Myren says Bay Hill also immediately developed
a company policy informed by public health orders,
government recommendations and WorkSafeBC health and
safety regulations. For example:

1

Community tools, vans and common areas
were sanitized daily and a log was kept of
each cleaning;

POSITIVE LEGACY OF A PANDEMIC
If there was a bright side to the COVID-19 pandemic, Bay Hill
Contracting found it. And it’s not just because the company
specializes in lighting.
“We’ve actually discovered better ways to do things by virtue
of the constraints that have been put on us,” said Bay Hill
partner Gord Myren.
Bay Hill installs and upgrades street lights, traffic signals,
highway signs, high mast lighting, as well as intelligent
transportation and power systems. Motorists can see the
company’s vast portfolio of work when they drive over the Port
Mann, Golden Ears, Pitt River and Ironworkers Memorial bridges,
and on streets and highways from Hope to Pemberton.
And, when it’s safe to travel by plane again, you’ll also see
14
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A worker sanitizes tools at Bay Hill

2

Jobs that were either difficult or impossible to
complete while maintaining a physical distance of
two metres were postponed or eliminated; and

“

Like so many other construction contractors, Bay Hill realized
site sanitation was the biggest priority, with hand-sanitizer in
deep demand and short supply. Bay Hill contracted Surreybased Dragon Mist Distillery to produce an initial 20 gallons
of 70-per-cent alcohol-based hand sanitizer. Workers were all
given their own supply, with five gallons on reserve at all times.
Perhaps most importantly, says Myren, Bay Hill checked in
with workers to ensure they felt safe.

We’ve actually
discovered better
ways to do things.”
Worker distancing at Bay Hill

3

— Gord Myren, Bay Hill

Workers all carried hand sanitizer produced
by a local distillery.

“We are primarily a subcontractor,” Myren explains. “If
anyone enters a site and they aren’t comfortable with how
health and safety is being managed, they can refuse unsafe
work. We’re trying to make everything as safe as possible, and
we aren’t going to judge anyone who feels unsafe. We’re all
navigating this for the first time together and we want to do
our best as an employer and a contractor.”

WASH STATIONS SCARCE?
BUILD YOUR OWN!

Gord Myren filling bottles with sanitizer

What do creative contractors and industrious construction
workers do when they can’t source hand-washing stations for
their job sites?
They build their own!
That’s what Oceanview Mechanical did at six condominium
sites in Victoria, where workers built eight hand-washing
stations to help stem the spread of COVID-19. The general
contractors provided soap for all the washing stations.
“We’ve set up laundry tubs with running water because,
well, we’re plumbers,” says Mick Smith, co-owner of
Oceanview Mechanical. “We’re doing all we can.”
Oceanview Mechanical’s 40 employees are members of the
United Association Local 324.
In addition to repurposing laundry tubs into plumbed
hand-washing stations, Oceanview Mechanical followed
the recommendations of B.C.’s public health officer around
physical distancing.
continued on next page
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“We have no more than one person working in
a suite at a time,” said Smith. As well, the company
delayed installation of all one-piece bathtubs until the
recommendations are lifted because installation is a twoperson job.
Henry’s recommendations required physical distancing
of two metres, along with frequent hand-washing and
prescriptive cleaning.

SHEET METAL, ROOFING AND
PRODUCTION WORKERS
LOCAL UNION 280
BUSINESS MANAGER
BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE
BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE
BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE
ORGANIZER

JIM PAQUETTE
KEN ELWORTHY
RICHARD MANGELSDORF
TROY CLUTCHEY
STEVE DAVIS

PHONE 604-430-3388 TOLL FREE 1-800-242-8645
info@smw280.org
www.smw280.org

Site-built handwashing station at Oceanview Mechanical

OPERATIVE PLASTERERS' AND CEMENT MASONS'
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION LOCAL 919
Objectives:

Encourage a high standard of skill among the members
Provide the trade with competent workers
Obtain and maintain a fair standard of wages
Assist members in obtaining employment
Project the jurisdiction of the trade
Organize those working in our craft
Advance the moral, intellectual, social, & financial condition of our members

Craftsmanship. Prosperity. Responsibility.
12309 Industrial Road
Surrey, BC
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Roy Bizzutto, Business Manager & Secretary-Treasurer
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By Brynn Bourke
Senior Director of Engagement

early two years after the Province of British Columbia
announced it would begin to build publicly funded
infrastructure projects under a Community Benefits
Agreement, construction is finally underway on two

cornerstone projects.
Construction crews were out in force this summer working on upgrading
and expanding Highway 1 between Kamloops and Alberta and clearing
the ground for the Pattullo Bridge Replacement project.
BC Building Trades members were excited to finally be able to show the
difference the Community Benefits Agreement makes by prioritizing local
hire and creating opportunities for Indigenous workers and women.
“We’ve been looking forward to getting down to work on these projects
since the Community Benefits Agreement was announced,” said Jeff
Gorham, training administrator for the Operating Engineers Local 115
Training Association. “We just started our first all-women Heavy Equipment
Operator course in partnership with the YWCA in June. They’ll be ready to
work on the Pattullo Bridge Replacement in September.”
The province has committed $1.044 billion to upgrade Highway 1. Last
summer saw construction on the first phase, beginning with improvements
to a small two-kilometre stretch of the highway in Illecillewaet, 30 minutes
east of Revelstoke, B.C.
In that first phase of construction, 35 per cent of total project trade
hours were completed by local residents, while 23 per cent were
completed by women and 10 per cent were completed by Indigenous
people. Construction on Illecillewaet will continue this summer.
The Salmon Arm phase of the project went to tender last June with the
announcement of the four-laning of 1st Avenue SW to 10th Avenue SW.
The next phase of construction will be on the Kicking Horse Canyon
Phase 4 section of Highway 1, east of Golden. This section of two-lane
undivided highway has sharp curves, narrow shoulders and steep
gradients. Construction is scheduled to start in late September to early
October.
This section of the road is known for its dangerous terrain with an
accident rate that is three times the provincial rate.
Allied Infrastructure and Related Construction Council (AIRCC)
representative Brian Zdrilic said Building Trades unions are up for the
challenge.
continued on next page
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“It’s one of the most hazardous portions of road in B.C.
It’s got over a dozen ‘S’ curves that must be re-aligned, high
elevations, rock that has to be blasted and unpredictable
weather,” said Zdrilic. “This challenging work is exactly what
our members are trained to do.”
At its highest point, the road
reaches 5,390 feet. There will
be three bridges constructed over a
4.8-kilometre stretch of the project.
“We’re anticipating 1.8 million
person hours over the course of
3.5 seasons for the Kicking Horse
phase,” said Zdrilic. “That will be
between 250 and 300 workers at
peak.”
Construction on the Pattullo
Bridge replacement began in July.
The first unions on site were the
International Union of Operating
Engineers Local 115, Teamsters Local
213, and the Labourers International
Union of North America Local 1611.
The Pattullo Bridge replacement will take over five years
with 300 workers expected at peak. There will be plenty of
work for the civil trades with 2.7 million person hours expected
over the course of construction.
“This is a historical moment for the Labourers union,” said
Labourers Local 1611 business manager Nav Malhotra. “The

new Pattullo Bridge will be a landmark. Every time our members
see the bridge, they’ll know they put their footprint on it.”
The Broadway Subway is the next project coming up under
the Community Benefits Agreement. It will extend the Millennium
Line approximately 5.7 kilometres from
the VCC-Clark Station to Arbutus Street.
The project will start with elevated track
and then continue underground beneath
Broadway.
The procurement process has not
been completed yet. Construction is
anticipated to start in October 2020.
This project will engage almost all
trades. With an anticipated 4.7 million
person hours, construction will take
between five and six years and employ
400 workers at peak.
Now that shovels are finally in
the ground on Community Benefits
Projects, the public can see what a
difference these projects make. Support
for CBAs has never been higher. A
recent Research Co. poll found 74 per cent of British Columbians
support CBAs, and an even larger majority (77 per cent) support
using them to help the province recover from the COVID-19
pandemic.
As B.C. starts to build its recovery, expect Community Benefits
projects to factor into future infrastructure plans.

We just started our

first all-women Heavy
Equipment Operator

course in partnership

with the YWCA in June.

They’ll be ready to work
on the Pattullo Bridge

Replacement in September.
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Unions lead
pandemic response
Affiliates quick to respond to needs
of members, retirees, communities
By David Hogben

worried world watched with growing concern in
January as reports came out of China of a new,
highly contagious coronavirus.
Hopes that B.C. might avoid the mysterious
new virus were dashed near the end of January
when provincial health officials confirmed the first B.C. case.
contractors and members would be able to access.”
The seriousness of the situation struck home when the
Many Local115 members are fortunate to work in semiWorld Health Organization declared a global pandemic on
isolation inside the cabs of the heavy equipment they operate.
March 11. By mid-March, B.C. joined jurisdictions around the
Big camp jobs like LNG Canada and the Site C Dam
world in declaring a public health emergency.
construction were especially trying as they included the
Then, the news came in waves: The NHL was shut down,
challenge of transporting workers to and from camps, lodging
international travel was discouraged, seniors care homes were
them in camp homes, where they ate, exercised and enjoyed
under siege, social distancing became part of the common
downtime in common facilities.
vocabulary, restaurants and bars were shut down, workers
Workers were screened before traveling to the camps, but
were sent home to work, and more than 130,000 British
when some at Site C showed symptoms after arriving, special
Columbians were thrown out of work.
measures were needed.
Unlike many jurisdictions, B.C. declared construction an
“They set a trailer aside for isolation and put some protocols
essential service. Construction would continue while much of
in place for the workforce. This put immediate financial
society shut down around it.
pressure on the contractors who bring members to camp to
With that, BC Building Trades affiliates were presented the
work, something they could not do while self-isolating.
life and death challenge of how to protect their members,
continued on next page
their retirees and their communities from a
deadly virus experts were only beginning
to understand.
Local 115 of the International Union of
Operating Engineers got to work quickly.
In conjunction with Teamsters and the
Labourers Union, it produced its Modified
Work-Site Operating Protocols, a guide on
how to work safely during the pandemic.
Physical distancing, frequent hand washing
and clean washrooms were essential
basics.
“We got on that right away to try and
ensure that we had the best safe-work
practices for our membership,” explained
business manager Brian Cochrane. “We
sent that off to WorkSafeBC to have them
vet it, because there was a lot of panic
coming on very quickly at the beginning
of all this. We wanted to make sure that
we had a document that our smaller
Lodging compound at Site C. PHOTO BC HYDRO
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“Hydro came up with the funding and the mandate that if
somebody does come down with symptoms, their health has
got to be a priority. They’ve got to be in self-isolation and
they’ve got to be paid. That was a big deal,” Cochrane said.
Local 115 members and retirees were not just worried about
their jobs and their health ― they were also worried about
their financial futures.
“When you see the markets tumble about 30 per cent over
a couple of weeks, the panic sets in,” Cochrane said. “One of
the first thing we did was send correspondence to the retired
members to let them know that the investment strategy that
we have has a very small allocation to the equity markets.”
pprentice training and journey upgrading also needed
to be overhauled to protect health and jobs. The
IUOE’s Maple Ridge training centre was temporarily
shut down and the union shifted as much training
as possible online. Tickets for online courses
such as WHMIS Compliance Certification, Pipeline Construction
Safety, Confined Space Training and others were already
available online and others were made available. Crane
operator training simulators already in operation, were used as
much as possible.
Sheetmetal Workers’, Roofers and Production Workers’ Union
Local 280’s first priority was getting worksite conditions safe
for members, said business manager Jim Paquette. Contractors
were generally quick to respond and make the changes
necessary to improve workplace safety.
“They have staggered starts, allowing only so many people
in break rooms at a time. Having the cleaners go around in
between breaks to sanitize common equipment in the shops.
It’s all been working really well.”
Sheet metal work is done on construction sites and in
fabricating shops, so a variety of changes were needed to
keep workers physically distant and clean.
Paquette said some members with possible COVID-19
symptoms went into isolation, but no members have been
diagnosed with the virus.

Some jobs were slowed down, and some sites closed for a
short time, while health and safety measures were put in place.
“In March, employment took a little bit of a dip. For the most
part a lot of them remained working,” Paquette said. “Now
those that were initially off, and sites that were initially closed
out of an abundance of caution are now back online. If we are
not at 100 per cent, we are in the high nineties.”
Sheet metal workers also came to the rescue in the early
days of the pandemic when personal protective equipment
was in short supply. Organizations across North America were
sewing protective face masks for at-risk health-care workers,
but without the tiny piece of aluminum that fits over the bridge
of the nose, the masks were ineffective.
The Sheet Metal Workers Association in Washington, D.C.
co-ordinated locals across North America in producing the
three-by-quarter-inch strips made of .032-inch thick aluminum.
Sheet Metal members volunteered in shops around B.C. and
students at the Port Kells training centre were also involved.
“We have made and distributed more than 22,000 aluminum
nose strips for people all over the province. Local 276 on
Vancouver Island is looking after the Island, but on the
Mainland we have been sending them all over the province to
Terrace to Prince George, Castlegar.”
Something as simple as a small strip of aluminum makes a
mask fit better, and makes a health care worker’s job safer.
“You try to think of what everybody can do to help,” said
Paquette.
Requests for the strips came in rapidly. One group of
Okanagan midwives had zero personal protective equipment,
so they made their own, with the help of the unionized sheet
metal workers.
ne of the first jobs for the Labourers International
Union of North America Local 1611 was moving
its wide variety of training courses online, said
president Nav Malhotra.
“We implemented more training online. We are going to
adapt,” Malhotra said when reached for an interview.

Mentorship Matters™ is a unique and innovative on-the-job
mentoring program building a stronger, safer industry with
benefits to your union that include:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased Productivity
Better Hiring Retention
Job Satisfaction
Faster Acquisition of Skills
Intergenerational Communication
Kyle Downie 778-988-4828
kyle@mentorshipmatters.com
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Phil Davis 604-219-7552
phil@mentorshipmatters.com

One of Local 1611’s members, working in the automobile
parking lot sector, tested positive for COVID-19, though it was
not known how or where it was contracted. The member has
recovered. Some other members in road building needed to
self isolate, but none were diagnosed with COVID-19.
Local 1611 made certain that members would not lose
benefits because of sudden loss of hours. Members who were
losing dental coverage at the end of March had their benefits
extended until dentists returned to work, while members who
might have lost benefits due to working too few hours had
their hour banks topped up.
And requirements for filing pension applications were
relaxed while members were restricted due to COVID-19related measures.
Local 1611 also reached out to the community to help out
where it could.
“It’s great to see some of our members volunteering at
Victoria and Vancouver food banks,” Malhotra said. “We have
donated a monetary amount as well.”
Helping out the community
beyond its own membership
is important to Local 1611.
Although Local 1611 has seen
some sectors slow down,
especially with big jobs like
Site C and LNG Canada, it has
seen increases in other areas
such as security and traffic control.
If COVID-19 containment measures continue working,
employment on the big jobs should return,” Malhotra said. “All
of these projects are going to be going ahead.”
He added, “These times are different, but at the end of the
day we are going to come through stronger and better.

Burnaby where buses that bring workers in from the parking
lot needed to carry fewer passengers.
“They were on buses with people right behind them. It was
not good social distancing on the buses they used to bring
people in from the parking lot.”
Some Local 2 members — including some at a cement plant
— had to be isolated for a time, but Higginson said he does not
believe any Local 2 members were infected with COVID-19.
Higginson himself had to isolate along with 17 other people
after a student at the training centre learned he had been in
contact with a health care professional who tested positive.
“My concern was for my mother, so I stayed away from my
mother, and I distanced from my wife and children for two
weeks as well. So far, we are clear. Nothing has happened to
us.”
Plans were already in place to move more training online,
and those plans were moved forward more quickly once the
COVID-19 public health emergency was declared.
“As far as teaching goes, we had to make a fast move into
online training for apprentices.
We are using Survey Monkey
and email and other ways of
doing their classroom and
theoretical training and the
testing.”
“As we went through the
two-week period where we
were self-isolating, we were doing this online. I was getting the
tests up on Survey Monkey.”
The training facility was re-opened when things settled
down, and it seemed physical distancing and more cleaning
were effective in preventing the spread of the disease.
“By making the groups smaller, it means we have more
facilities in the province that will be able to get designated by
the ITA as a training facility for our crafts.”
continued on next page

“It’s great to see some of our members
volunteering at Victoria and Vancouver
food banks. We have donated a
monetary amount as well.”

he International Union of Bricklayers & Allied
Craftworkers Local #2 was immediately concerned
for its high-risk retirees.
“They are in the high-risk group. We called every
retiree and every disabled member to see if they needed any
help,” said Local 2 president Geoff Higginson.
Most retirees were in good circumstances, but Local 2
wanted to be certain there would be help available if their
circumstances changed.
“We asked our other members to keep care of their old
buddies they had worked with.”
Of equal concern was the health and safety on the job.
“We had members that were working in situations where
there was not proper social distancing. The sanitation was
not effective enough. We liaised with WorkSafeBC to get
them down to job sites. We spent a lot of time protecting our
members’ health,” Higginson said.
Bricklayers work in enclosed spaces in refineries, so they
needed personal protective equipment to stay healthy.
At some other work sites, the most risk was found in the
lunchrooms and bathrooms. Breaks needed to be staggered,
and cleaning was needed more frequently.
Changes also had to be made at the Parkland Refinery in

Comic relief

by Shawn Luke
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Now, the challenge is to remain vigilant and maintain
protocols to protect the health of members.
“There is some concern that there will be a second wave in
the fall. This is when things will get real busy on the industrial
side. We cannot get complacent. We have to stick with the
plan.”
Higginson said Local 2 worked with the Building Trades and
WorkSafeBC to address complaints about unsafe worksites.
“All of us when we come in contact with someone from a
job site, and they tell us they have got one portable toilet on
the 12th floor, they’ve got one down at the bottom and they
don’t have one for women, that really pisses us off.”
he International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Local 993 wanted to be certain members would
not lose benefits during a pandemic. So they
moved quickly to pay members’ health and welfare
self pays for May and June, said Local 993 business manager
Glen Hilton.
“We had some members on self pay and did not go to work.
We decided to pick up the tab. We are paying the amount.”
Local 993 also reached out to retirees who might need
help. “Our organizer is calling up retirees and offering

PHOTO RIO TINTO B.C. WORKS
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prescription and grocery pickups etc. We have members
watching out for other people.”
The COVID-19 response has caused some temporary
shutdowns like on the Kemano tunneling project.
“There has been layoffs, project shutdowns. We are doing
the Kemano tunnels and that is completely shut down. You
cannot run any tunnel-boring machines without being in close
proximity to people, so that is shut down as well.”
A lot of time and attention has gone into ensuring safe work
site conditions.
One of the risks is with outside contractors, because
Local 993 members do not know if they are observing safe
practices on other jobs.
As B.C. opens back up, the challenge will be to keep
members from letting their guards down.
“We have just got to continue on. Complacency is what will
bring on the second wave,” Hilton said.
That means work sites will continue to be monitored and
members advised about their rights not to endanger their
health or safety.
“We tell the members: ‘If you have got a problem, let us
know. There is us, there is WorkSafe. You don’t have to do
unsafe work. You need the right PPE. The contractors seem to
be in tune with things right now.’”
Meanwhile, Local 993 had to cancel its annual golf
tournament fundraiser for the food bank.
“Our golf tournament in June raises about $2,500, but we
cannot have that again so we will figure out another way to do
that.”

The COVID-19 response has
caused some temporary
shutdowns like on the
Kemano tunneling project.

LOCAL MILLWRIGHT USES
SKILLS SAVVY TO ASSIST
HEALTH CARE WORKERS
By Corry Anderson-Fennell
Director of Communications
THERE IS SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT about
the personal protective equipment worn by health care
workers at Kitimat General Hospital. It’s been improved
by the ingenuity of local
millwright Devin Baer.
Now, nurses and other
health care professionals
can work more comfortably,
thanks to new mask straps
Baer designed that shift the
tension from behind the ears
to the back of the head.
And several donated
industrial-style face shields
made for construction hard
hats have also been put to use by front line health care
workers after Baer developed unique head supports to
attach to them.
“Devin is a top-notch millwright,” said Bryson Wood,
millwright/mechanical foreman with ServcoCanada, Baer’s
employer. “He loves to solve problems. What he has

done both at work and in the
community is truly amazing.”
Baer, who is a member of
Millwrights Local 2736, designed
and built both products using his
3D printer at home.
“We all need to help each other
out and do what we can, and this
was something that I could do to
help,” said Baer, who is more than
slightly uncomfortable with the
accolades.

The 34-year-old
may not have known
there was anything
he could do if not
for his wife Ashlee
and sister Kyla.
Both women work
at Kitimat General
Hospital; Ashlee works in the
lab and Kyla is a nurse. When
they told him about the pressure
aches they were suffering behind
their ears every shift, he wanted
to make them more comfortable.
And when they told him about
the donated visors, he discovered
a way to transform perfectly good
PPE from construction use to
health care use.
“I’m so proud of Devin,” said Ashlee. “He’s very modest
about what he does, but hopefully he knows what a huge,
positive difference he has made to all of us working to serve
our community during this pandemic.”
Servco, which also donated 10,000 N95 masks to KGH,
is currently doing a pot replacement project for Rio Tinto in
Kitimat. When one of the pieces of equipment was breaking
down regularly, Baer created a new handle system to address
the problem. He made a prototype on his 3D printer and
then ran successful field trials, and now his design has been
implemented permanently.
“I just like improving the design of products – that’s my jam,”
said Baer. “But helping out can just be asking a neighbour if
you can pick up some groceries for them. We all need to do
what we can.”
Meanwhile, Millwrights Local 2736 business manager Miro
Maras is impressed by both Baer and Servco: “On behalf of
the entire union, we are proud of Devin’s ingenuity and that he
has improved working conditions for our frontline health care
workers. We also appreciate the generosity of Servco Canada
stepping up in donating masks. These generous acts are what
carries us through these times.”
tradetalk BC Building Trades |
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Construction key to
economic revival
By David Hogben

R

estoring B.C.’s economy to pre-COVID-19
strength will depend heavily on the construction industry, and the health of construction
workers.

This pandemic demonstrates the frailty
of our economy when worker health and
safety is compromised - workers drive
the economy,” said BC Building Trades
executive director Andrew Mercier.

B.C. received international attention for managing the
COVID-19 outbreak, but the measures taken to slow the
spread of infection also had a major economic impact. More
than 130,000 B.C. workers lost their jobs, at least temporarily,
due to quarantine restrictions.

The province created an economic recovery task force of
labour, business and First Nations leaders to chart B.C.’s strategy
for economic recovery.
B.C. declared construction an essential service during the
provincial public health emergency ― a move that some
criticized. Most projects kept building, even though some needed
to scale back operations for health and safety reasons.
Physical distancing, hand-washing and other measures
protected construction workers during the outbreak, but also
exposed a huge problem with sanitation on construction sites
that were only dealt with by swift action from WorkSafeBC, after
complaints from unions and the Building Trades.
“We have seen in the non-union residential sector there is a
rampant problem. We need to prioritize safety. This is an industry
where a lot of people will put up with substandard safety
practices, because they want to get the job done, and they don’t
want to rock the boat. They don’t want to cause problems.”
BCBT has called for a public inquiry into sanitation in the
construction industry.
The scale of the problem became obvious after Mercier
appealed for construction workers — union and non-union — to
notify BCBT of unsafe conditions. The complaints that came back
were disproportionately from the non-union sector.
“We received complaints from across the board, but a lot of our
union shops, because you have the union there, they are able to
deal with the issues that come up in a pretty effective way. There
is just a lack of worker voice in the non-union sites. There was a
striking, acute difference.”
Some of the situations demonstrated a clear risk to worker
safety and apparent indifference to worker safety.
“One example was the high-rise where a worker sent me a
picture of their hand-washing station. It was a hose duct-taped
to a two-by-four with a bar of soap sitting next to it. That was the
contractor’s attempt to comply with the need for hand-washing
stations.”
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In addition to recommending an inquiry, BCBT’s submission
to the Economic Recovery Task Force urges the use of
Community Benefits Agreements on public infrastructure
projects in order to gain maximum value on investment.
“It is striking that CBAs allow the public to recapture the
value of those investments in trades training and access to the
Building Trades training system as well as with apprenticeship
opportunities,” explained Mercier.
“We need to look at what the value is to the surrounding
community. This is about labour market development. This is
about competitiveness and being in a better economic situation
going into the future.”
Labour Minister Harry Bains said he is “especially pleased”
with Community Benefits Agreements. They mean that taxpayer
dollars are going to projects this province needs, and CBAs are
being considered for every major public infrastructure project
in this province.
“CBAs mean local workers supporting local projects and
improving local economies. Things that benefit the whole
community. CBAs also increase opportunities for Indigenous
Peoples, women and other underrepresented groups who want
to start a career in the trades,” Bains said.
The damage COVID-19 inflicted on the province makes
the hiring of underrepresented groups such as First Nations,
women and local workers even more important, Mercier said.
COVID-19 eliminated so many women’s jobs that some are
calling the economic downturn a “she-cession.”
Bains added that construction will be key in the effort to
revive the economy.
“The construction industry is incredibly important to B.C.’s
economy, and that is why government has taken the steps to
make sure this sector could continue to operate safely during
the pandemic,” Bains said. “No worker should be in an unsafe
environment that could be hazardous to their health while on
the job.”

RICARDO-GOMEZ-ANGEL VIA UNSPLASH

DC38

THE FINISHING TRADES

Representing and training
Hazmat Workers • Drywall Finishers
Glaziers • Painters • Waterblasters
Interior Systems Mechanics

IUPAT District Council 38
7621 Kingsway Burnaby, B.C.
ph. 604 524-8334
toll-free 1-800-266-1527
www.dc38.ca —www.ftibc.ca
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MAKING THE CASE
FOR WORKERS
By Merrill O’Donnell
Workers’ Advocate

ON March 12, 2020, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic, and the world as
we knew it changed.
Almost immediately, the focus in the construction sector was on occupational health and safety protocols
and personal protective equipment, with the BC Building Trades leading the way.
Within days of us aggressively injecting ourselves into the issue and demanding better protections for
workers, a host of health and safety measures were implemented in keeping with the Provincial Health
Services Authority’s orders and existing Occupational Health and Safety Regulations. The result? Only 10
COVID-19 claims had been filed by construction workers throughout the province as of June 10, 2020.
Meanwhile, the issues respecting eligibility for compensation benefits if a worker contracted COVID-19
while working fell to me. While this matter was discussed in several forums, the rubber hit the road in
the Policy and Practice Consultative Committee (PPCC), the Workers’ Compensation Board’s premier
consultative committee consisting of four workers’ representatives, four employers’ representatives, and
several senior WCB staff.
Given the rapid transmission of COVID-19 and the pressing need to accept compensation claims from
workers employed outside of their homes, my fellow workers’ representatives and I began “beating the
drum” for a presumptive clause in the Workers’ Compensation Act. If properly drafted, a presumption clause
would enable WCB case managers to expedite compensation claims from those diagnosed with COVID-19
or showing symptoms of this communicable viral pathogen. Instead of having to adjudicate the claim on a
case-by-case basis, they could presume that the worker contracted the disease while working outside of the
home unless the contrary was proven.
My colleagues and I employed various strategies and tactics to push this effort forward. We even drafted
up the appropriate legislative language to get the job done. On April 20, our efforts as well as those of
other progressive sources resulted in WCB’s Board of Directors instructing the WCB Policy, Regulation and
Research Division (PRRD) to amend Schedule 1 of the Act to add a presumption for COVID-19.
Three weeks earlier, on May 29, the PRRD released their discussion paper and gave the
public until June 15 to respond. The BC Building Trades in cooperation with the BC
Federation of Labour submitted their response on June 10. Many of our building
trades affiliates endorsed the submission.
What now? Now we wait. The WCB’s final decision with respect
to claim coverage for COVID-19 and other diseases caused
by communicable viral pathogens will show whether
our members’ health and safety is of the utmost
importance, or whether the value placed
on our members arises solely from
their commodified essential
services.
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BCBT members have access to free mental
health and addiction services with CIRP
By Megan Terepocki
WHEN THE COVID-19 CRISIS HIT the
construction industry, the Construction
Industry Rehabilitation Plan quickly
adapted to its new reality – and even
provided additional services to members
during an exceptionally difficult time.
CIRP executive director Vicky Waldron
said the construction industry has had
to deal with the effects of COVID-19, just
like other industries. For CIRP, this has
meant delivering services online instead
of face-to-face.
“We thought we’d see a drop in
numbers when we started the online
services,” she said, adding that there
has always been a preference for human
contact when talking about mental health.
While there was a drop initially, this didn’t
last long, and there was even a slight
increase, she said.
People had the same types of
concerns, such as depression and
anxiety, that they were having before
the COVID-19 crisis, said Waldron. But

the difference during COVID-19 was that
these issues seem to intensify.
“It was like the volume had been
turned up,” she said. For example,
people reported using more alcohol and
drinking more frequently than before
COVID-19.
CIRP adapted quickly to the new
situation by moving to online services.
“We had a disaster plan already in
place for things like fire or earthquakes,”
said Waldron. “We weren’t expecting to
have to implement it for something like
COVID-19. We managed to contact all of
our clients very quickly,” she said. “We
were up and running within an hour.”
CIRP also launched a series of online
weekly webinars to address mental
health issues in the construction industry.
The mental health check-ins featured
guest speakers on topics like coping
with loneliness and anxiety. Some of
the webinars were co-hosted by the
BC Centre for Women in the Trades

(BCCWITT). The resulting 30-minute
“bites” were designed for people to watch
on their work breaks.
“We didn’t want to pull people off the
tools, or keep them off the job for too
long,” said Waldron. Waldron said the
initial idea for the webinars was to provide
services to remote communities, however,
COVID-19 accelerated the process.
The webinars were interactive in that
they allowed participants to comment
or ask questions. In the session on
loneliness, for example, a participant
asked about dealing with social isolation.
Waldron explained that even though we
are physically distant, we can still be
emotionally connected.
“People can do things like meet for
dinner like they normally would, but they
can do this through video media,” she
said. “It’s super important that you’re
reaching out to people.”
BCCWITT co-ordinator Lindsay Kearns
continued on next page
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said giving mental health issues consideration is
crucial, particularly at this time.
“The pandemic is an added stressor that can
be the breaking point for many who are already
struggling,” said Kearns, who co-hosted some of the
mental health webinars.
She noted that women in trades are uniquely
affected by the pandemic as they may be facing their
own journeys with mental health and addictions.
Furthermore, tradeswomen are often safe confidants
for their male co-workers, who otherwise might not
reach out when they are having difficulties, she said.
Waldron said that CIRP has also been able to
provide some important low-barrier supports to
people during the COVID crisis. “You just call us and
say, ‘we want help.’ There are no forms, no hoops,”
she said. “Every aspect of care is managed. For
example, if you need help looking for a psychiatrist,
we will help and hold your hand, depending on your
capacity, or we will make the appointment for you.”
The earlier someone comes in for help, the better
the outcome, she said.
“We recognize that substance use and mental
health issues are so complex and our case manager
will support you in all areas of your life,” said
Waldron. “There is no point where we go, ‘that’s not
our job.’”

A letter to our members about opioids
Dear tradespeople,
It’s been a difficult few months of anxiety, loneliness, frustration and anger. COVID19 has changed our world. For weeks, even months, we have been told to isolate,
to wear masks, to keep our distance from other people in an effort to flatten
the curve of the pandemic – and it’s starting to work. However, while this health
crisis is starting to stabilize, there is another heath crisis we are battling in British
Columbia, and this one is on the rise: the opioid epidemic.
The opioid epidemic in British Columbia has been raging for years, and, in recent
months, we have seen a staggering increase in the amount of opioid overdose
deaths. Unfortunately, this epidemic disproportionately affects the construction
industry; as a result, construction workers are disproportionately represented in
the fatal overdoses. The BC Coroners Service reported 170 fatal overdoses linked to
illicit drug use in May 2020 – the highest recorded number for any single month to
date. If we do the math, that is almost a heartbreaking six deaths a day! Even from
month to month, we have seen a 44 per cent increase in deaths from April 2020
to May 2020, and, comparing deaths to May 2019, we have seen a 93 per cent
increase in deaths.
When it comes to tackling this epidemic, we are caught between a rock and
a hard place. The very nature of the COVID-19 pandemic requires us to socially
isolate from others, to keep our distance. Conversely, one of the recommendations
for those using opioids is to never do so alone. So what can we do?
Here are some recommendations if you, or someone you know,
chooses to use opioids:
1.

Easy access to naloxone. Naloxone reverses the effects of
an opioid overdose. Rapid access to naloxone has shown
to be lifesaving. If you choose to use, make sure to have a
naloxone kit close by that a friend or family member can
access. If you need a naloxone kit, feel free to contact us at
Construction Industry Rehabilitation Plan (604-521-88611)
and we will get one out to you.

2.

Tell a friend or family member. One of the dangers of using
alone is that no one is aware of the overdose. Tell a family
member or friend when they should expect to hear from
you, and to call for help if they do not.

3.

Download the Lifeguard app. The Lifeguard app helps
prevent overdose death by sounding an alarm that has to be
manually turned off. If the alarm is not turned off, the app
will automatically send a text-to-voice call to 911.

4.

Decrease the amount you are using. It is important to keep
in mind that if you have not used opioids in a while, your
tolerance may have lowered. If you choose to use, start with
a smaller amount to help prevent overdose.

During this difficult time, CIRP has continued to offer services
through video counselling. We provide mental health and substance
use support services, so feel free to call us for assistance. It is
important to remember that self-care both emotionally and
physically will greatly benefit you and your loved ones during this
trying time.
Stay safe and well.
Sincerely,
Nicole Che, Program Assistant
Construction Industry Rehabilitation Plan
28
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A carpenter’s story of strength,
survival and support

Carpenter Yuka Yoshino, a
member of the BC Regional
Council of Carpenters, gave
this moving speech at Build
TogetHER’s International
Women’s Day breakfast.
I was asked to come here today
to speak to you about my journey
in the trades – to tell my story for
International Women’s Day.
International Women’s
Day is a time to celebrate the
achievements of women in every
corner of the world. And the
tradeswomen in this room have
much to celebrate!
But it wasn’t easy to get here,
and there is still more we must do.
My own personal story is difficult,
but sharing it helps me, and I hope
it helps other women, too.
I was born in Japan and
immigrated to Canada in 2008.
I met and married my husband
here before I immigrated. We had
two children together. Anyone
who has kids will know that they
change you, and they become the
most important thing in your life.
So, when my husband became
abusive, my children and I fled to
a women’s shelter.
It wasn’t that long after we left
him that he died, and I became a
single parent.
Suddenly, I was well and truly
on my own. I needed to find a
way to survive, for the sake of our
family.
What experience did I have, you
might ask? Well, I had worked in
retail. I didn’t like it all that much.
I didn’t care to sell things I don’t
believe in to people who don’t
need them.
Eventually, I sought help
from an immigrant settlement
organization. They had me take a
career aptitude test and it showed
that I should be in the trades!
What? I didn’t know women could

be in the trades! Shocker.
I started thinking about the
trades in 2015. One of our local
union reps happened to train at
my gym, so my coach told him
I was interested in a career in
carpentry. He called me right away
for an interview and signed me up
as a material handler. That’s how
I started my apprenticeship and
now I’m in my fourth year.
So what have those last four
years been like?
Well, I’m stronger than when
I started, I’ll tell you that much. I
have a young son and daughter.
Their day care opens at 7 a.m. I’m
supposed to start work at 7 a.m.
Do you see the problem?
Society sets an impossible
standard for mothers. We are
expected to work as if we don’t
have children, and parent as if we
don’t have jobs.
When I go to a job, I have to
share with my employer my whole
back story, that I need flexibility.
Since I don’t have family
support here in Canada, I need
to be able to leave work if my
children need anything. They are
10 and 7, and they come first,
of course. Most employers are
understanding.
Then there is my family back in
Japan. At first, they were surprised
at my career choice. It’s a very
different culture here in Canada,
and women doing carpentry in
Japan is rare. But they are happy
I can support myself and my two
children on what I make.
Later, I learned that my greatgrandfather was a carpenter.
I found some of his tools and
brought them back to Canada
with me. I hope to use them in the
future but I have to be very careful
maintaining them because they’re
over 100 years old.
As for my children. I think I’m
setting a good example for both
of them. I’m teaching my son to
respect the women who choose
these careers. And I’m teaching

my daughter that she can do
anything she wants, even if it’s in
a male-dominated industry. When
and if she decides to go into the
trades, my wish is that by then,
there will be many, many more
women in the trades and she
will not have to face all the same
barriers that every tradeswoman
in this room still faces every day.
Luckily, I’ve been fortunate to
work with a lot of great, openminded carpenters who just see
me as an apprentice and who
want to teach me the trade.
And I am so proud of what I do!
There is an award-winning
condominium complex in Victoria
called the Jukebox, and I built the
last set of concrete stairs there. I
had been building other stairs as
an apprentice, but when it came
to the last set, my superintendent
and journeyman told me I could

build it! He even assigned me a
tradeswoman as my apprentice!
At first, I was afraid. But my
superintendent looked me in
the eye and told me he knew
I could do it and that I didn’t
have to doubt myself. He had
complete confidence in my work,
my skills as a carpenter. I almost
cried. I learned so much on that
project – not just about my trade,
but about myself. That it’s OK to
be confident. That you can be
confident and still be humble. That
there is always something new to
learn. The stairs are still there and
of course every time I drive past
Jukebox, I am reminded of the
passion I feel in my heart.
So that’s my story.
I’m Yuka Yoshino.
Mother.
Tradeswoman.
And proud carpenter.
I wish everyone a happy
International Women’s Day.
Thank you.
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COVID-19 and Canada’s New Deal
By Robert Kucheran
Chairperson, Canada’s Building Trades Unions
CANADA IS FACING unprecedented health,
social and economic challenges from the
COVID-19 pandemic. The over half a million
highly-skilled women and men that make up
Canada’s Building Trades Unions are committed
to continue working on building the critical
infrastructure necessary to keep Canadians
healthy and the Canadian economy strong as
our nation weathers this crisis. From those in
the province of British Columbia, out to the
coast of Newfoundland, it has been the men
and women of the Building Trades that have
continued to go to work every day: building
temporary health care facilities, maintaining
the roads and bridges that get people to work,
and driving the trucks that are moving the
supplies we all need. The upkeep, maintenance
and construction of critical infrastructure must
continue and grow to face the increasing
demands of Canadians and Canadian
businesses, now, and as we move forward from
this crisis and prepare for the future.
Below are the five pillars we have identified
in order to maintain the ever-increasing and
important demand for critical infrastructure,
and to ensure Canada’s economy can recover
quickly, for Canada and its construction sector
as the country moves forward:

shovel-ready projects, and by focusing
on projects that employ lots of different
skill sets.

Pillar One: Building a Stronger Canada. Canada
has the opportunity to utilize our highly skilled
and trained workforce to help grow and build
an even stronger Canada as the country works
to recover from the COVID-19 crisis. This
can be achieved with an emphasis on large

Pillar Five: Raising the Bar on Health
and Safety. Canada must keep Canadian
tradespeople and all Canadian
communities safe, as we continue to
promote and raise the bar on safer
workplaces now and into the future.

Pillar Two: Ensuring Community Benefits.
Canada must ensure that projects
benefit local communities, marginalized
groups and apprentices and all
Canadians by adopting Community
Benefits Agreements on federally-funded
infrastructure projects. The federal
government is in the unique position
to lead on this matter to ensure all
Canadians benefit from these projects.
Pillar Three: Training Canada’s Future
Workforce. Canada must meet the
growing demand for labour by providing
support and assistance to the institutions
and projects that Canadian apprentices
rely on for their apprenticeships, in the
classroom and on the job.
Pillar Four: Investing in Critical
Infrastructure. With a prepared shovelready list of projects, Canada has the
opportunity to invest in the essential
infrastructure that keeps Canada,
Canadians and our economy functioning
and productive, and our nation strong
and prosperous.

New CBTU executive
director has deep
roots in sector
Sean Strickland has been named the
new executive director of Canada’s
Building Trades Unions (CBTU).
Strickland joins CBTU after spending
the previous three years as the
director of business development
and industry relations with a large
general contractor. In this role,
Strickland developed strong industry
relationships, helping to solidify the
contractor’s status as one of the top
five in the country. Strickland also
holds the elected position of regional
councillor in his home city of Waterloo,
a position he has held since 1997.
He has also held the roles of Chief
Executive Officer of the Ontario
Construction Secretariat, business
manager of the Waterloo Wellington
Building Trades and executive director
of YourLocalElectricians.ca.

THINK INSULATION
MECHANICAL INSULATION DEFICIENCIES IN BC LOSE
280 GWH OF ENERGY/YEAR, THAT’S $97 MILLION OR
50,000 TONNES OF CO2
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KEEPING OUR
MEMBERS SAFE TODAY,
TO BUILD A SAFER
TOMORROW.
During this unprecedented and
evolving situation, one thing that
will not change is that IUOE Local
115 will continue to act in our
members’ interests and work to
support you during this pandemic.
Visit our website for all the
information you may need,
plus regular updates.

International Union of Operating Engineers Local 115
Phone: 604-291-8831 / Toll Free: 1-888-486-3115 / iuoe115.ca
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